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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

PHARES M. MISHLER, OF HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND. 

PORTABLE FENCE. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 397,511, dated February 12, 1889. 
Application filed November 12, 1888, Serial No. 290,592, (No model.) 

To a 27, whon, it in alf conce/'7. 
Beit known that I, PHARES M. MISHLER, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at Ha 
gerstown, in the county of Washington and 
State of Maryland, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Portable Fences; 
and I do hereby declare the following to be a 
full, clear, and exact description of the inven 
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tion, such as will enable others skilled in the 
art to which it appertains to make and use 
the same. 
This invention relates to certain novel im 

provements in portable fences; and it has for 
its objects to connect the palings constituting 
the body of the fence to each other and to the 
uprights or posts in a convenient and substan 
tial manner; and it further consists in pro 
viding said portable fence With a post com 
posed of three parts having pivotal connec 
tions, whereby said post can be readily folded, 
so that the fence may be easily and quickly 
put up and taken down and removed or 
changed from place to place, as will be here 
in after more fully explained. 

Figure 1 is a side view of my fence. Fig. 
2 is a vertical cross-section of the same. Fig. 
3 is a detail view of the end fastenings in modi 
fied form. Fig. 4 is a detail view of the rail 
wire in modified form, and Fig. 5 is a detail 

tinuous wire, E, which passes diagonally down view of the upper or lower rail. 
Referring by letter to the accompanying 

drawings, A designates the uprights or fence 
tending downwardly to the lower end of the posts, consisting of the vertical portion C, the 

inclined bar Ct', and the transverse sill (t', all 
of which have a pivotal connection to one an 
other. The inclined bar (t' is pivoted at (tto 
the upright c, and the transverse bar or sill is 
pivoted at a' to the lower portion of said ver 
tical portion (t. The lower end of the inclined 
bar is provided with a perforation, b, and the 
sill has perforations b' b' b', and through 
which and the perforation in the inclined bar 
is passed a pin, b. On the face of the verti 
cal bars a, and between the same and the pal 
ings, is arranged a vertical wire, b, which is 
secured to said bar at the top by a staple, b', 
while the points thereof at the bottom are 
bent and driven into the bar, as shown at Cl 
in the drawings. This wire is a continuous 
piece and bent in U-shaped form and serves 

they do not come in contact with one another, 
thus avoiding decay of the wood. 
The letters B B indicate twin upper and 

lower rails for the fence. The same consists 
of a strong wire bar, which is bent trans 
Versely at intervals, forming a shoulder, c, at 
each end of the depression c' and horizontal 
face portion c. The wire rails are provided 
at one end with an eye, c, and at the opposite 
end with hooked or projecting portion C". 
which is bent as shown, and provided with 
screw-threads to receive a nut, whereby the 
sections of the fence are coupled together. 
CC represent a series of parallel inclined 

palings, which are placed within the depres 
sions of the upper and lower horizontal wire 
rails, which latter form a continuous strand 
embracing each section of the fence. 
D indicates a wire, one end of which is se 

Cured to the end of the wire rail and wound 
about the said rail its entire length and on 
opposite sides of the palings, as shown in Fig. 
1 of the drawings, thereby forming, in con 
nection with the Wire rail, a loop, d, in which 
are embraced palings, both at the top and bot 
tom thereof, thus holding them in position. 
To strengthen and further brace my fence, 

I provide an additional diagonal wire connec 
tion for each panel of a fence by means of a con 

from the top of the section, where it is looped 
around the top rail and first paling, then ex 

paling at the opposite end of the section, and 
the said wire is looped around each paling, as 
shown, at equidistant intervals. The vertical 
post aforesaid is secured to the panel of the 
fence by a wire, d", wound around the paling 
and post in serpentine form, thus binding the 
two parts together. The lower end of this ser 
pentine wire has a loop, d, at its lower end, 
in which may be driven a stake for Inore se 
curely holding the fence to the ground. 

It will be observed that the post of the fence 
can be readily folded by simply withdrawing 
the pin, thereby freeing the base from the in 
clined bar, when the two latter can be turned 
on their pivots, thus folding said post, and 
will be found convenient for shipping as well 
as for moving the fence from place to place, 

to separate the palings from the post, whereby and it is durable and cheap to build. Instead 
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of the bent rail, as described, I may use a V 
shaped bend for the palings. 

It is obvious that many ways are conven 
ient for coupling the sections together. For 
instance, a common loop may be employed, 
or a key-hole-shaped loop and a T-shaped 
head, as shown in the drawings, as well as that 
shown with screw hook and nut, Ilowever, 
do not confine myself to any precise fasten 
ing for the sections of the fence, as various 
means may be employed without departing 
from the spirit of my invention. 

It will be further seen that by providing the 
base-bar with two or more perforations the 
inclined bar can be adjusted in such a man 
The that the fence can be made to accommo 
date itself to uneven ground-as the side of 
a hill-by withdrawing the holding-pin and 
setting it in either of the perforations, as may 
be desired in giving the fence a vertical po 
sition. 

What I claim, and desire to secure by Let 
te's Patent, is 
The within-described portable fence, con 

sisting of the post composed of three parts 
to wit, the vertical portion, inclined bar, and 
base-all pivoted to one another and capable 
of being folded, as described, the upper and 
lower rails having depressions, the palingsse 
cured in these depressions by the tie-wire 
Wound around them, the diagonal brace-wire, 
the wire shield on the face of the post, and 
the serpentine wire having loops at its lower 
end to receive a stake, the whole arranged 
substantially as described. 

In testimony whereof Iaffix my signature in 
presence of two witnesses. 

PIARES VI. VISIILER. 
Witnesses: 

GEO. B. CEARFORS, 
JOSIAH 3AKER. 


